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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

This chapter presents the conclusion and the suggestion. 

 

5.1 Conclusion 

Research and Development modification method that consists of 

preliminary study, model development and final product testing step really helped 

the writer in designing a booklet entitled “Al-Qur’an Al-Akbar Museum”. In the 

first step, preliminary study, the writer did the literature study, field survey and 

model draft design. The literature study was conducted by reading some articles 

and journals about booklet and Al-Qur’an Al-Akbar field survey was conducted 

by observing the Al-Qur’an Al-Akbar Museum and interviewing one of the local 

guide there, and the model draft design was done after getting all the information 

from literature study and field survey.  

In the second step, model development step, limited and wider testing 

were conducted in order to develop the booklet draft. In limited testing, one of Al-

Qur’an Al-Akbar Museum staff was suggested to add, paraphrase and revised the 

information about Al-Qur’an Al-Akbar Museum in the booklet draft. In wider 

testing, the revised model draft was checked by two experts, the manager of Al-

Qur’an Al-Akbar museum and one of the promotion department staff of Tourism 

Ministry of South Sumatera. The first expert commented in the content of the Al-

Qur’an Al-Akbar Museum booklet, including adding, paraphrasing, organizing 

and completing the information that included in the booklet. While, the second 

expert focused on the words used and types of information in the booklet draft. 

In the last step, final product testing, the revised booklet draft in limited 

and wider testing was commented by a design expert and the director of Al-

Qur’an Al-Akbar Museum. The first expert focused on the booklet design; covers, 

background and font color. While, the last expert suggested to add information 

about Al-Qur’an Al-Akbar Museum. The experts’ valuable comments are used to 

revise the booklet draft and make the final booklet. The booklet provides two 
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different language versions, English and Indonesian. The booklet was designed in 

A6 paper size. The booklet has 16 pages; each language version has 8 pages. The 

booklet contains about the general information and the making of Al-Qur’an Al-

Akbar Museum, facilities, location, entrance ticket, contact and donation. 

 

5.2 Suggestion 

Because in this research the dissemination step was not conducted due to 

lack of fund, legality, time and skill, the writer suggests the next researcher to do 

the dissemination step for the next time. 

 


